The USF-300 transforms your cash management operations with enhanced fitness sorting productivity and in-branch banknote recycling, even in locations where space is at a premium. A mid-sized desktop banknote sorter, the USF-300 offers smooth, efficient and continuous processing of medium volumes of banknotes.
The USF-300 delivers dependable accuracy, security and efficiency, combined with superior sensor technology to combat counterfeit banknotes.

The USF-300 multi-pocket banknote sorter is perfectly suited to multiple cash processing tasks within bank branches as well as currency chests.

- Three pockets enhance fitness sorting productivity
- Ultimate sensor technology to combat counterfeit banknotes
- Easy to read colour display

**Recognition and counterfeit note detection**

- Fitness sorting
- Face/orientation sorting
- Denomination sorting
- New/old issue notes sorting
- Batching arrangement
- Serial number capture (option)

**User friendly features**

Three pockets enable a one pass operation to sort ATM Fit, Teller Fit and Unfit banknotes.

- **Counting speed** 720 notes/min
- **Hopper capacity** 500 notes
- **Stacker capacity** 200 notes
- **Reject stacker capacity** Switchable 50/100 notes
- **Dimensions (W × D × H)** 580 mm × 430 mm × 450 mm
- **Interface port** RS-232C × 3, USB × 2, LAN × 1

*Not for sale in US and Canadian markets. Specifications are subject to change without notice. Please read the instruction manual carefully to ensure correct equipment usage. All figures, capacities and speeds quoted in this brochure are as tested by GLORY LTD. They may vary depending on usage conditions and are not guaranteed.*

This mark indicates the product meets Glory’s environmental standards.
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Banknote push out device  
Assisted feeding device

**Related solutions...**

**KIBANGO™**  
A serial number management solution that enables banknote serial numbers to be read and recorded automatically when processed on a Glory device.

**CASHINSIGHT™ INFORM**  
An automated business information gathering and reporting solution for cash handling devices.

**D-100 REMOTE DISPLAY**  
The D-100 remote customer display enables an organisation to provide valuable information to a consumer during their transaction.